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Divergence-type theory of conformal fields
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Abstract

We present a nonlinear hydrodynamical description of a conformal plasma within the framework

of divergence-type theories (DTTs), which are not based on a gradient expansion. We compare the

equations of the DTT and the second-order theory (based on conformal invariants), for the case

of Bjorken flow. The approach to ideal hydrodynamics is faster in the DTT, indicating that our

results can be useful in the study of early-time dynamics in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics has become a succesful tool to describe several

stages of relativistic heavy-ion collisions (HICS) [1, 2, 3]. The complete second-order stress-

energy tensor of a strongly coupled conformal fluid, relevant to Quark-Gluon Plasma dynam-

ics, was given independently in Refs. 4 and 5, where it was shown that the hydrodynamic

description of a conformal field does not belong to the conventional (or entropy-wise) Israel-

Stewart [6, 7] formalism.

In this paper we present a quadratic divergence-type theory (DTT) for a conformal field

in flat space-time [8]. The DTT goes beyond second order theories based on conformal

invariants, since it resums all-order veloctiy gradients, but is limited to the case where the

second-order coefficients involving vorticity vanish. We compare numerical results for the

DTT to those for the second-order theory, for Bjorken flow. The DTT approaches the ideal

fluid behaviour faster than the second-order theory, thus being a suitable tool to describe

early-time dynamics and shock-waves in heavy-ion collisions.

II. CONFORMAL HYDRODYNAMICS AS A DTT

DTTs are interesting alternatives to the IS formalism, because they are more general

and flexible [9]. A DTT is fully characterized once the generating function χ and the source

tensor Iµν are given as ultra-local functions of the enlarged set of variables [10] ζA = (βµ, ξµν).

Here, βµ = uµ/T is the inverse temperature vector, with uµ being the velocity vector, and ξµν

is a symmetric and traceless tensor characterizing departures from equilibrium (it vanishes

in equilibrium). Introducing the symbol AµB to denote the set (T µν , Aµνρ), where Aµνρ is the

flux tensor, and IB the set (0, 0, Iµν), where Iµν is the source tensor, the DTT is summed up

in the equations

AµB =
∂Φµ

∂ζB
, Sµ;µ = −IBζ

B , AµB;µ = IB , (1)

where

Sµ = Φµ − βνT
µν − Aµνρξνρ (2)

is the entropy current and Φµ = ∂χ/∂βµ is the thermodynamic potential.

For a conformal theory, T µν is traceless [11] and T µν → e(d+2)ωT µν under a Weyl trans-

formation gµν → e−2ω(xγ )gµν , where ω is a function of space-time coordinates xγ . These
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two requirements allow us to find the most general generating function which is quadratic

in ξµν , and to calculate [8] T µν and Aµνρ. The linear part (in ξµν) of the source tensor is

calculated requiring the DTT to reduce to Eckart’s theory at first order in velocity gradients.

The quadratic part is calculated requiring that the Second Law hold exactly (for arbitrary

departures from equilibrium). Once we have χ and Iµν , the hydrodynamic equations follow.

We refer the reader to Ref. 8 for further details. The theory based on second-order confor-

mal invariants [4, 5] is recovered [12] by performing an expansion at second-order in velocity

gradients.

In the following, we will restrict ourselves to Bjorken flow, which represents a significant

simplification of the equations obtained in Ref. 8.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN SECOND-ORDER THEORY AND DTT FOR

BJORKEN FLOW

Bjorken flow is a successful toy model of heavy-ion collisions in the mid-rapidity region,

capturing the most important features of the hydrodynamical evolution. In Milne coor-

dinates (proper time and rapidity) τ =
√
t2 − z2 and ψ = arctanh(z/t), the velocity is

constant (uτ , u⊥, uψ) = (1, 0, 0), but the dynamics is non-trivial due to the fact that several

Christoffel symbols are nonzero.

The hydrodynamic equations of the second-order theory become (p and ρ = 3p are the

pressure and the energy density in the local rest frame)

∂τρ = −
ρ+ p

τ
+

Πψ
ψ

τ
, ∂τΠ

ψ
ψ = −

Πψ
ψ

τπ
+

4η

3τπτ
−

4

3τ
Πψ
ψ −

λ1

2τπη2
[Πψ

ψ]2 , (3)

where Πψ
ψ is the dissipative part of the stress-energy tensor.

The equations of the DTT read

∂τρ = −
1

τ

(

ρ+ p− TF1[ξ
ψ
ψ ]2

)

+
η

τ
ξψψ (4)

with F1 = 2λ1/(9η
2), and

∂τξ
ψ
ψ =

4τ

3Tτπ
−

(

2

3τ
+

τ 2

Tτπ

)

ξψψ −
λ1Tτ

2

3τπη5
[ξψψ ]2 . (5)

We will now present our numerical results for Πψ
ψ. In the DTT, this quantity is calculated

as

Πψ
ψ = ηξψψ + F1T [ξψψ ]2 . (6)
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FIG. 1: Dissipative part of the stress-energy tensor as a function of proper time, for the DTT and

the second-order theory with η/s = 0.375.

We focus on the strongly-coupled SYM plasma, for which we have [4] τπ = 2(2− ln 2)η/(sT )

and λ1 = η/(2πT ), where s is the entropy density. In the following, we present the results

for [13] η/s = 0.375. As initial conditions, we set Πψ
ψ(τ0) = 0, τ0 = 0.5 fm/c and ρ(τ0) = 10

GeV/fm3.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of Πψ
ψ, for the DTT and the second-order theory.

With respect to the second-order theory, our results are in good agreement with those

of previous studies [3, 6]. From our results, we conclude that the relaxation towards ideal

hydrodynamics is faster in the DTT than in the second-order theory. This means that, as

expected on theoretical grounds, the hydrodynamic evolution in the DTT is closer to that

obtained from transport theory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the hydrodynamic equations of the DTT for Bjorken flow, and compared

them with those of the second-order theory. Our results show that the relaxation towards
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ideal hydrodyanamics is faster in the DTT as compared to the second-order theory. The

DTT may be useful in the analysis of early-time dynamics and shock-waves in heavy-ion

collisions, because it is not based on an expansion in velocity gradients.
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